
UNIT / TOPIC  SUB- UNIT 

COURSE BOOK

UNIT -1  1-Reading comprehension

THE LITTLE PLANT   POEM 2 -Vocabulary

3-Grrammar and usage

4 -Writing 

5-Listening and speaking

Unit- 2 -

Chhuk- Chhuk

Grammar

Unit -1 Identify the common and proper 

Common and proper nouns nouns

Unit -2

Nouns :One and many Add-s ,Add-es,write plural

Unit -3

Nouns :Male and female Gender -masculine and  feminine

COURSE BOOK

Unit -3 1 -Reading comprehension

Brave Babli 2 -Vocabulary

3-Grammar and usage

4 -Writing 

5-LIistening and speaking

Unit -4 1 -Reading comprehension

Raggy dog, A shaggy dog(poem) 2 -Vocabulary

3-Grammar and usage

4 -Writing 

5-LIistening and speaking

Grammer

Unit-4 Singular pronouns, plural pronouns

Pronouns

CLASS- 2 ENGLISH



Unit -5 Def. of adjectives, identify the 

Adjectives adjectives.

Course Book 1 -Reading comprehension

Unit- 5 2 -Vocabulary

Little round bun 3-Grammar and usage

4 -Writing 

5-LIistening and speaking

Unit-6 1 -Reading comprehension

Priya's Dream 2 -Vocabulary

3-Grammar and usage

4 -Writing 

5-LIistening and speaking

Unit-7 1 -Reading comprehension

Who has seen the wind?(poem) 2 -Vocabulary

3-Grammar and usage

4 -Writing 

5-LIistening and speaking

Grammar Adjectives end with-er and est.

Unit-6

Comparison

Unit-7 Ans. These, true/false, identify 

A trip to the Zoo. naming and  describing words.

Unit-8

Verbs Def. of verbs, identify the verbs.

Unit-9

Is,Am, Are. Use of is, am are ,main verbs ,

helping verbs.

Course Book

Unit-8 1 -Reading comprehension

The great bear and the little bear 2 -Vocabulary

3-Grammar and usage

4 -Writing 

5-LIistening and speaking

Unit -9 1 -Reading comprehension



Kalidasa 2 -Vocabulary

3-Grammar and usage

4 -Writing 

5-Listening and speaking

Grammar

Unit -10

Was ,Were use of was, were as main verbs

and as helping verbs

Unit -11

Has ,Have, Had Use of has, have ,had

Unit -12

Smell and sound Reading pargraph

Revision for term 1

Course Book 1 -Reading comprehension

Unit-10 2 -Vocabulary

Two Little Kittens poem 3-Grammar and usage

4 -Writing 

5-Listening and speaking

Unit -11 1 -Reading comprehension

The discontented fir tree 2 -Vocabulary

3-Grammar and usage

4 -Writing 

5-Listening and speaking

Grammar rules of present tense and past tense

Unit 13

Present tense and past tense

Unit -14 What are preposition ?

prepositions

unit-15 what are conjunction?

Conjunctions

Course book 1 -Reading comprehension

Unit -12 2 -Vocabulary

Saint francis and the wolf. 3-Grammar and usage

4 -Writing 

5-Listening and speaking

Unit-13 1 -Reading comprehension

The swing(poem) 2 -Vocabulary

3-Grammar and usage

4 -Writing 



5-Listening and speaking

Grammar

Unit-16 What are articles,use of articles.

Articles

unit-17 use.question mark, full stop, 

punctuation exclamation mark, comma.

Unit-18 What is sentences ?

Sentences

1 -Reading comprehension

Course book 2 -Vocabulary

Unit-14 3-Grammar and usage

The wise men of Gotham 4 -Writing 

5-Listening and speaking

Unit-15 1 -Reading comprehension

All things bright and beautiful(poem) 2 -Vocabulary

3-Grammar and usage

4 -Writing 

5-Listening and speaking

Grammar

Unit-19

Haru' s  House Read the passage and answer the

following question

Unit-20

Apostrophe Use of apostrophe

Grammar Identification of words have same 

Unit -21 sound different spelling

Fun with words

Course book 1 -Reading comprehension

Unit -16 2 -Vocabulary

Aladdin and the magic lamp 3-Grammar and usage

4 -Writing 

5-Listening and speaking

Revision for term - 2 







CONTENT 

Sttudemnt will understand comparing

verifying concluding past forms of verbsan

antonyms common nouns recognizing seq

ences using sequencing words rhyming words

words ;,sound and spelling silent -e

Student will understand locating inform-

ation ,reference to the context-who said 

what,alphabetical order,grouping items proper

proper nouns conjunction ' and,' sound and

spelling k ,ck

Student will understand to use the naming

words ,underline the proper nouns and circle

the common nouns,write the name of the

family

Student will understand add-s,add-es,

add-ves,match the singular with their

plurals, write the correct form

Student will understand to write opposite

gender ,match the opposite gender,solve

the crossword using gender

Student will understand locating inform-

comparing, verifying, concluding, antonyms

,adjectives ending in-y, collective nouns ,

abstract nouns, filling in aform to enrol for

a summer camp, handling an emergency,

sound and spelling silent -k, information.

Students will understand locating information,

deducing, comparing, verifying, concluding,

synonyms, possessive pronouns- mine,yours,

his, hers, ours, theirs, writing sentences,

rhyming words, matching sound, rhyme

Students will understand to identify singular ,

and plural pronouns,match the nouns with 

pronouns, choose the correct pronouns.

CLASS- 2 ENGLISH



Students will choose the suitable adjectives

write the adjectives using-y at the end of the 

words ,write one word, opposites, names of 

colours and animals.

Students will understand locating information, 

choose the suitable adjectives

sequencing, Inferring ,meaning asociation in

sets of words, teach , learn, present simple,

conjunction'or' ,reacting to the given situations

sound and spelling-ge,-dge.

Students will understands to verifying ,

locating information, inferring,antonyms, nouns

writing sentences, sound and spellings, silent

w-, inviting some one.

Student will understand locating information,

inferring, stranger in the set, making-ing words,

obligation, writing sentences, sound and

spellings silent-b.

Students will understand to choose the 

suitable adjectives ,write correct adjectives,

complete the table.

Students will read the paragraph and ans. The 

following ques, write true/false, underline 

naming words, circle the describing words.

Students will understand to underline the 

verbs, tick the suitable verbs, choose the 

correct verbs.

Students will understant to identify the main 

verbs and helping verbs use of is,am, are ,re-

place the underline verbs and rewrite.

Student will understand locating information,

inferring, verifying, synonyms, making compo

und words, nouns,sequencing a story, sound

and spelling-ch,-tch, offering, accepting or 

refusing some thing.

Student will understand locating information,



 verifying, listing, sequencing, negative prefix 

un-, differentiating between pairs of words, 

present continuous,conjunction'but', rhyming

words, sound and spelling doubling of s,f,l,z.

Student will understand to use was or were, 

am,is,are

Fill the blanks using verbs has, have, had

Student will read the paragraph and choose 

the correct answer, answer these

Students will understand locating information

inferring, similies-as…as,comparison of adject

ives, saying the same thing in different ways,

rhyming words.

Student will understand locating information,

inferring, listing, what is something?, negative

 prefix dis-, past simple, past of be, writing

sentences, sound and spelling-ea: head, bead.

 students will understand to use the present 

tense in the sentences, write the past tense

forms of the verbs use of past tense in

sentences.

Students will understand to choose the correct

preposition in the sentences .

students will understand to use the correct

conjunction, choose the correct option to 

complete the sentences.

students will understand to locating informati

on ,inferring, synonyms, correcting spelling,

past continuous , writing a thank you note

listening to and differentiating between spee

ch sounds, rhyming words.

Students will understand locating information

listing ,colour words, thinking and feeling 

about colours, adverbs, sounds and spellings -

ow : cow, mow-silent l.



students will understsnd to use a or an in the 

sentences, use a or an before the word.

Students will understand to use full stop, que

stion mark ,exclamation mark and commas.

Students will understand to identify the 

sentences, use capital letter and full stop,

naming part and action part, form questions

in the following sentences.

students will understand to locating informati

on ,inferring, verifying, concluding, suffixes,

preposition of time, stranger in the set.

Student will understand verifying locating

information ,antonyms , adjective phrases ,

apostrophe showing possession  stranger in

the set , sound and spelling -a: day , father

Read the  passage and find the verbs ,fill in the

blanks

Student will understand to use -'s with the 

nouns ,use short forms of the underlined

words

Student will understand the suitable words  

from the brackets ,give one word ,correct the

words

Student will understand verifying locating

information ,sequencing antonyms ,homopho-

nes ,should shouldn't,sound and spelling






